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A B S T R A C T

Origin-Destination (OD) matrix is a tableau of travel demand distributed between different zonal
pairs. Essentially, OD matrix provides two types of information: (a) the individual cell value
represents travel demand between a specific OD pair; and (b) group of OD pairs provides insights
into structural information in terms of distribution pattern of OD flows. Comparison of OD
matrices should account both types of information. Limited studies in the past developed
structural similarity measures, and most studies still depend on traditional measures for OD
matrices comparison. Traditional performance measures are based on cell by cell comparison,
and often neglect OD matrix structural information within their formulations.

We propose a methodology that adopts the fundamentals of Levenshtein distance, tradition-
ally used to compare sequences of strings, and extends it to quantify the structural comparison of
OD matrices. The novel performance measure is named as normalised Levenshtein distance for OD
matrices (NLOD). The results of sensitivity analysis support NLOD to be a robust statistical
measure for holistic comparison of OD matrices. The study demonstrates the practicality of the
approach with a case study application on real Bluetooth based OD matrices from the Brisbane
City Council (BCC) region, Australia.

1. Introduction

An origin destination (OD) matrix is a tableau representation of the travel demand distributed between different origin and
destination locations of a study region. The OD matrix is a key input into most traffic simulation models and it essentially provides
two major aspects of travel information. The cell values of the OD matrix represent flows between individual OD pairs and a group of
OD flows represents the structure of demand distribution. Due to unavailability of ground truth, OD matrices are generally estimated
from observed traffic counts. OD matrices are high dimensional datasets, and the estimation problem is usually under-determined
because of many to one relationship between OD flows and link flows. Thus, most studies in this domain have focussed on developing
new solution algorithms for OD estimation (Cipriani et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2001; Krishnakumari et al., 2019; Michau et al., 2017;
Yang, 1995); methods to address the dimensionality problem (Djukic et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2012; Osorio, 2019; Yang et al., 2017);
and performance measures to compute the (dis)similarity between the OD matrices; say, target OD and estimated OD (Bierlaire, 2002;
Djukic et al., 2013; Tavassoli et al., 2016).

In literature, there is no formal definition for OD matrix structure. Researchers have considered a proxy for the OD matrix
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structural information in the OD estimation process. Gur (1980) proposed to use target trip matrix as a proxy, and many other OD
estimation studies (Cantelmo et al., 2014; Cascetta, 1984; Doblas and Benitez, 2005; Lundgren and Peterson, 2008; Yang, 1995) have
later adopted this approach. Other studies that have emphasised on the OD structure include: (a) Laharotte et al. (2015) have applied
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) approach to cluster similar OD pairs (say, origins from high density residential zones and desti-
nations from high density work zones) in order to identify latent structure within the OD matrix; and (b) Ashok (1996) preserved the
structural integrity of OD flows (both estimated and predicted) by introducing deviations of OD flows from historical OD flows in the
state space model formulation. However, these studies have not explicitly defined the term ‘structure’. In general, the OD structure is
captured from the normalised OD matrix where either each row of the matrix is normalized with total productions from the row (as
by Kim et al. (2001)), or each column of the matrix is normalized with total attractions from the column (as by Bierlaire and Toint
(1995)), or as the correlation between the normalized OD demand matrices (as by Djukic (2014)).

The term ‘structure’ in the Oxford dictionary is defined as: ‘the arrangement of and relations between the parts or elements of
something complex’ (Oxford, 2018). To avoid ambiguity, in this research we establish the definition as follows:

(a) Structure is the skeletal framework of the OD matrix where the skeleton is expressed as the preference/arrangement of the
destinations from each origin. For instance, refer to Fig. 1 where the skeleton/structure of the OD matrix (shown at the top) is
illustrated in Fig. 1a. Here, the columns for each row (origin) is arranged in the order of destination preferences. The preference
of destinations captures the order of trips distributed from each origin and thus, the definition of OD structure is trip production-
based in this paper.

(b) The OD flows corresponding to the OD structure (skeleton) is termed as mass. The corresponding mass for the structure illu-
strated in Fig. 1a is presented in Fig. 1b.

Thus, the structure of OD and individual OD flows are analogous to the “skeleton” and “mass” on the skeleton, respectively.
Different methods are used to quantify the similarity between two OD matrices. If the structure of the OD matrices is also

considered in the similarity estimation, then we term it as structural similarity. Two OD matrices have perfect structural similarity if
their structures are similar with zero differences in the OD flows. Perfect structural similarity is possible only when the OD matrices
are exactly the same.

In literature, traditional performance measures such as root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are widely
used to estimate similarity between OD matrices (see Section 2.1). For structural similarity, the literature is sparse and includes
following measures:

(a) Mean structural similarity index (MSSIM) (Djukic et al., 2013);
(b) MSSIM variants i.e. 4D-MSSIM (Van Vuren and Day-Pollard, 2015) and geographical window based structural similarity index

(GSSI) (Behara et al., 2019); and
(c) Wasserstein distance (Ruiz de Villa et al., 2014).

The covariance component of SSIM is the statistical measure that compares the structural (skeletal) differences between OD
matrices. The other components (i.e. mean and standard deviation) take care of the mass (details in Section 2.2.1). Therefore, SSIM
should be able to measure the structural differences between OD matrices. However, the application needs to define the window size
for which the results can be sensitive and in literature, there is no consensus on the size of the window for OD matrices comparison.
Moreover, the stability constants used in the formulation need to be defined and can be network specific ((Day-Pollard and Van

Fig. 1. Demonstration of (a) the skeleton/structure of OD and (b) corresponding mass/OD flows.
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Vuren, 2015). The GSSI and 4D-MSSIM are only mere extensions to MSSIM that need further exploration (details in Section 2.2.2).
Wasserstein metric formulation has an implicit consideration of the skeleton and mass (details in Section 2.2.3). However, the
formulation is an optimization problem and computationally very expensive.

To this end, we propose a new measure based on Levenshtein distance for structural (dis)similarity of OD matrices. The for-
mulation properly defines the structure and mass for OD matrices and is an alternative metric in the limited available literature on
structural comparison of OD matrices.

Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) is a measure, from computational linguistics and computer science, generally used to
compare two strings based on the sequence of characters (details in Section 3). The sequence of characters defines the structure of a
string. Metrics similar to Levenshtein such as sequence alignment method (Allahviranloo and Recker, 2015) were previously used in
the transport applications like comparison of sequences of activity-travel patterns. However, due to two-dimensional array structure
of OD flows between different origin and destination pairs, the application of these metrics on OD matrices is ignored. In this paper,
we have uniquely identified the potential of Levenshtein measure to be extended for OD matrix comparison. We propose a meth-
odology that adopts the fundamentals of Levenshtein distance and extends it to quantify the structural comparison of OD matrices.
The novel performance measure is named as normalised Levenshtein distance for OD matrices (NLOD). The robustness of the measure for
real world application is tested through its sensitivity analysis on the Bluetooth based OD matrices from the Brisbane City Council
(BCC) region, Australia; and a case study is presented to interpret day-to-day variations within a typical week of March 2016 from the
same study region.

Accounting for the structural dimension of OD matrix has many practical applications such as:

(a) Constraints in OD estimation: In the standard bi-level formulation (Doblas and Benitez, 2005), the OD matrix is generally estimated
by minimizing the gap between the observed and assigned traffic counts. This is highly an under determined mathematical
problem with multiple solutions satisfying the minimization objective. Traditionally, the deviation between the target and es-
timated OD matrices is added as a constraint to restrict the search space. This can be extended by also incorporating the structural
consistency between target and estimated OD matrices, which should further result in better estimates.

(b) OD matrix estimation model performance evaluation: For holistic performance evaluation of the OD matrix estimation algorithm (on
a benchmark network (Djukic et al., 2013)) we should incorporate the structural similarity of the estimated OD matrix with that
of the true OD matrix.

(c) Travel pattern identification: Analysis of travel patterns through the comparison of the OD matrices from different time periods
(such as day to day or within the day variations) (Andrienko et al., 2017; Behara et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2017)
requires clustering OD matrices of similar nature. The key component of any clustering process is the comparison of OD matrices
using (dis)similarity measure, which would be holistic if the structural component is also included.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature on the use of statistical measures for OD
matrices comparison; Section 3 presents the traditional Levenshtein distance method; Section 4 explains in detail the development
process of the proposed measure – NLOD; Section 5 tests its robustness through sensitivity analysis; Section 6 presents a case study
application using one week Bluetooth OD dataset from the BCC region; Section 7 discusses about the performance of NLOD; and
finally, the paper concludes in Section 8.

2. Related studies on performance measures

Although there are a number of performance measures widely used in transport applications (Ciuffo and Punzo, 2010; Hollander
and Liu, 2008), a limited number of studies focus on the development of measures suitable for the structural comparison of OD
matrices. The review here focuses on (dis)similarity and structural (dis)similarity measures used in the literature.

2.1. The (dis)similarity measures

Some notable traditional measures widely used in the literature are: root mean square error (RMSE) (Ashok and Ben-Akiva, 2002;
Barceló Bugeda et al., 2010; Tamin and Willumsen, 1989); normalised root mean square error (RMSN) (Antoniou et al., 2004); mean
square error (MSE) (Cascetta, 1984); mean absolute error ratio (MAER) (Kim et al., 2005); mean absolute percent error (MAPE)
(Cools et al., 2010); goodness of Theil’s fit (GU) (Barceló et al., 2013); maximum possible absolute error (MPAE) (Yang et al., 1991);
relative error (RE) (Gan et al., 2005); total demand deviation (TDD) (Bera and Rao, 2011); R-squared (R2) (Tavassoli et al., 2016),
and entropy measure (E) (Ros-Roca et al., 2018). Formulations of a few are shown in the Eqs. (1)–(3) where Xw and Xw are the OD
flows of wth OD pair from estimated (X) and target (X) OD matrices, respectively. The total number of OD pairs in both matrices is ‘W’
each.

=X XRMSE( , ) 1
W

(X X )
w W

w w
2

(1)
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= +X XE( , ) X log X
X

X X
w W

w
w

w
w w

(3)

The aforementioned measures have simple mathematical formulations and compute deviations between individual OD flows.
However, they do not compare groups of OD pairs, and thus, are incapable of accounting the structural properties of OD matrices
such as trip productions/attractions, destination choices, geographical correlations etc. (Behara et al., 2019).

2.2. The structural (dis)similarity measures

The literature on structural similarity measures is very limited and the measures are adopted from applications in other fields as
discussed in the below sections.

2.2.1. Mean structural SIMilarity index (MSSIM)
MSSIM (Wang et al., 2004) is widely used to compare the structural degradation between two images where the pixels of the

images are compared. Djukic et al. (2013) applied MSSIM on OD matrices by arguing that the cells of OD matrix are analogous to
pixels of an image.

The structural similarity index (SSIM) statistics for two OD matrices is computed at various local windows (of dimensions n × n).
The SSIM’s formulation is composed of three components - luminance ( x yl( , )), contrast ( x yc( , )), and structure ( x ys( , )) as expressed
in Eqs. (4), (4a), and (4b), respectively. Here, x and y represent the group of OD pairs within local windows in OD matrices, X and Y .
These components contribute to the comparison of mean (µ µandx y), standard deviation ( and )x y and covariance ( )xy , respectively.
While the mean and standard deviation components compare the mass/OD flows, covariance compares the skeletal/structural dif-
ferences between matrices. The product of these three components in general form is presented in Eq. (5), and in the simplified form
in Eq. (5a), respectively. The constants C , C andC1 2 3 are meant to stabilize the result when either mean or standard deviation is close
to zero. Generally, C3 is assumed to beC /22 . Pollard et al. (2013) suggested values of 10 10 and 10 2 for C1 and C2, and are of the
opinion that these values are network specific. The parameters , andY are used to adjust the relative importance of mean, standard
deviation, and structural components respectively, and are generally assumed to be equal to 1.

The average of all SSIM values (over ‘W̄ ’ local windows) yields MSSIM (refer to Eq. (6)). The values of both SSIM and MSSIM lie
between −1 and 1. The value of 1 implies that matrices are exactly the same while the reverse is true when value is −1.

=
+

+ +
µ µ

µ µ
x yl( , )

(2 C )
( C )

x y 1

x
2

y
2

1 (4)

=
+

+ +
x yc( , )
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( C )

x y 2

x
2

y
2

2 (4a)

=
+
+
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( C )

( C )
xy 3
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= > > >
= = = =

x y x y x y x ySSIM( , ) [l( , ) ][c( , ) ][s( , ) ]; 0, 0 and Y 0;
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Y

(5)

=
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x ySSIM( , )

(2 C )(2 C )
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x y xy

x y x y

1 2
2 2

1
2 2

2 (5a)

=
W

X Y x yMSSIM( , ) 1
¯ SSIM( , )

w W¯ ¯ (6)

Application of MSSIM on OD matrices might need further exploration due to the following reasons:

1. MSSIM on OD matrices can result in different values based on the choice of local window size. In literature, no clear consensus has
been reported on the level of acceptability of sliding window size and the resulting MSSIM values. On the other hand, choice of
one single window might not be able to capture better correlation distortions (structural differences) within the matrices despite
being statistically accurate.

2. Wang et al. (2004) used a combination of dynamic range of pixel values (255 for 8-bit grayscale images) and a small constant
value ≪1 to estimate the values for stability constants. But for OD matrices, Pollard et al. (2013) opine that the stability constants
could be network specific that needs further exploration.

3. MSSIM is sensitive to the order of OD matrix if computed using local windows and the order of matrix might not guarantee
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geographic adjacency between consecutive zones of OD matrix (Pollard et al., 2013). This issue related to spatial adjacency does
not arise in the comparison of images.

2.2.2. MSSIM’s variants
Addressing the sensitivity of MSSIM towards local window size and geographical adjacency of zones, variants of MSSIM, namely

GSSI (Behara et al., 2019) and 4D-MSSIM (Van Vuren and Day-Pollard, 2015) have been proposed in the literature. While both
extensions use the same underlying SSIM formulation they differ as follows:

• in GSSI technique, geographical boundaries of higher-level zones are used to define the local windows; and
• in 4D-MSSIM, neighbourhood OD pairs are identified using spatial proximity between OD pairs. The spatial proximity is measured

using Euclidian distance see Eq. (7) where d( , )a
b

c
d is the Euclidian distance from OD pair a

b(flow from zone a to zone b) to OD
pair c

d (flow from zone c to zone d) and the coordinates of the centroid of zones a, b, c and d are (xa, ya), (xb, yb), (xc, yc) and (xd,
yd), respectively.

= + + +d( , ) (x x ) (y y ) (x x ) (y y )a
b

c
d

a c
2

a c
2

b d
2

b d
2 (7)

In above variants there is no ambiguity related to either selection of local window size or spatial adjacency of zones because OD
pairs are geographically correlated in both cases. Since these variants use SSIM formulation, they consider both skeleton (through
covariance) and mass (through mean and standard deviation). However, further exploration is required. For instance, the issue
related to stability constants (as discussed previously) still persists; and the choice of windows (as in GSSI) and spatial proximity (as
in 4D-MSSIM) for identifying geographically correlated OD pairs are network specific.

2.2.3. Wasserstein metric
Wasserstein distance (Ruiz de Villa et al., 2014) is popularly used in mass transportation problems such as optimal cost required to

transfer iron-ore from many mining locations to several factories etc. In the context of OD matrices, the Wasserstein distance between
two matrices is defined as the minimum total travel time required to assign the trips between OD pairs of matrix “X” (using an
assignment compatible with matrix “Y”). Since the main goal of this metric is to transform one matrix into another, it implicitly
considers both skeletal and mass differences while computing the transformation cost.

To explain the metric’s formulation, consider an OD pair = ( , )o d in X, and let fX denote trips for in X i.e. from origin ‘ o’ to
destination ‘ d’. Now suppose that for , we have less trips in matrix Y than that in X; that is, fY < fX. Thus, the difference in the trips
i.e. f fX Y should penalise the comparison between X and Y. This is achieved by assigning vehicles to nearby OD pairs at the expense
of some travel cost generally evaluated using the formulation as expressed in Eq. (8).

= +d( , ) d( , ) d( , )o o d d (8)

Here, = ( , )o d is another OD pair, and v is the amount of trips assigned from to . The cost d( , ) is the average travel time
required to go from oto o, and then return to d from d. Now, let’s consider X and Y have total same mass/OD flows. Wasserstein
distance between X and Y is expressed as Equation (9).

=X YWasserstein ( , ) min v d( , ) ; v 0
, (9)

In case of unequal masses between X and Y, Ruiz de Villa et al. (2014) suggested to create virtual OD pairs at the boundaries that
can balance the difference. However, the solution depends on how (far) the new centroids are selected.

While this technique is able to capture the differences in trip distribution very well, but it is computationally very expensive.
According to Ruiz de Villa et al. (2014) “One of the main drawbacks of this method is in computing the Wasserstein distance on large
networks. If there are n centroids, then we have n2 OD pairs and so the problem has n4 variables”.

2.3. Summary of literature review

To summarise, most studies focused on similarity measures only, and very limited studies such as MSSIM, its variants and
Wasserstein have been proposed to compute structural (dis)similarity between OD matrices. Although these metrics compute dif-
ferences in mass/OD flows and in skeleton/structure between OD matrices through explicit (as in MSSIM and its variants) and
implicit (as in Wasserstein metric) formulation, no formal definition for OD matrix structure is provided in those studies. Also, these
metrics needed further exploration as discussed above. There are avenues to explore alternate measures that can add to the body of
literature to measure the structural (dis)similarity of the OD matrices.

3. Traditional Levenshtein distance measure

Levenstein distance, developed by Vladimir Levenstein in (1966), is a measure of proximity between two strings. It is mainly
applied to compare sequences in linguistics domain such as plagiarism detection and speech recognition; in molecular biology for
comparing sequences of macro molecules, etc.

Levenstein distance calculates least expensive set of insertions, deletions or substitutions that are required to transform one string
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into another. For example, if we have to compare two strings such as “MONDAY’ and ‘SATURDAY’, one of the optimum ways is to
insert the letters “S” and “A” and substitute “M”, “O” and “N” with “T”, “U” and “R”, respectively leading towards a generalised
Levenstein distance (GLD) of 5 (assuming a unit distance for each operation) as shown in Fig. 2.

To understand the GLD technique and its formulation, let’s say, X represents any string expressed as X = (x1..xi..xq) where xi is the
ith character of X. The substring of X is represented as Xi..j that includes characters from xi to xj where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ q. The length of Xi..j
is expressed as X| |i..j and is computed using Equation (10).

= +X| | j i 1i..j (10)

A null string, with no character, is expressed as ε (with| | = 0). Any general edit operation for a pair of characters (a, b) is
expressed as a b where a and b are from separate strings.

If string X is the result of the operation a b to string Y, then it can be written as Y X via a b. The notations for the three
operations are expressed as follows:

(1) Insertion: if a;
(2) Deletion: if b ; and
(3) Substitution: if a b; a and b

Let’s define S = (S , S , ..S So 1 k s) as the sequence of edit operations to transform Y X and then the cost associated with each edit
operation as = ( , . . . .0 1 k s). GLD is the minimum total cost required to transform Y to X as shown in Eq. (11).

=
=

=

Y XGLD( , ) min( )
S k 0

k s

k
(11)

The normalised Levenshtein distance (NLD) is the GLD normalised by the sum of the lengths of two strings (Eq. (12)). This
measure always lies between 0 and 1 (Yujian and Bo, 2007).

=
+

Y X X Y
X Y

NLD( , ) GLD( , )
| | | | (12)

Heeringa (2004) developed a pseudo code for computing GLD and NLD for comparing two strings. The Algorithm 1 shown in
Table 1 demonstrates the comparison between the strings, X and Y. Here X = (x1…xq) and Y = (y1…yp). The lengths of strings i.e.
|X| and |Y| are q and p, respectively.

The above pseudo code is explained with the help of an example presented in Fig. 3. Here, the matrix, K, of size (p + 1) * (q + 1)
is defined to compare the strings Y (size p) and X (size q). The numbering of rows and columns of the matrix K commence with 0 (K
(1,1)), and the values [0..q] and [0..p] are assigned to the first row and first column, respectively (see grey shaded column and row in
Fig. 3). This is done to facilitate the comparison of the first character from both strings X and Y. The comparison is made by traversing
the matrix row by row, and then column wise until all characters in both strings are compared. Since, the overall comparison of all
characters ends at the last cell of the matrix, K(p + 1, q + 1) is chosen as GLD value.

The presented arrows in Fig. 3 illustrates one possible path to reach to the cell K(p + 1,q + 1). There are multiple paths (i.e.
different combination of arrows) possible to arrive at the final K(p + 1,q + 1). Each path is a combination of editing operations

Fig. 2. Comparison of strings using GLD.

Table 1
Algorithm 1 demonstrating computation of the Levenshtein distance for strings comparison.

Create an empty matrix “K” of size (p + 1) * (q + 1) where the row and column headers correspond to characters of the string Y and X, respectively.
Assign values [0..q] and [0..p] to the first row and first column, respectively
for j = 1 to q
for i = 1 to p

Estimate cost as =
=

= =
if
if i jC

0 y x
1 y x [1. .p]and [1. .q]i,j

i j

i j

Set the cell K(i,j) = min (K(i − 1,j) + 1, K(i,j − 1) + 1, K(i − 1,j − 1) + Ci,j) where:
K(i − 1,j) + 1 represents the cell value immediately above the current cell plus 1
K(i,j − 1) + 1 represents the cell value immediately to the left of current cell plus 1
K(i − 1,j − 1) + Ci,j represents the cell value immediately in diagonal above and to the left of current cell plus the cost

The GLD is the value of the cell K(p + 1, q + 1) and the NLD =
+

GLD
p q
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represented as the following moves on the matrix grid: downward movement along the diagonal is for substitution operations,
eastward movement is for deletion operation, and vertical downward movement is for insertion operation (Oliveira-Neto et al.,
2012).

In literature, the use of Levenshtein distance for transport applications is relatively scarce. Oliveira-Neto et al. (2012), for in-
stance, applied this technique to compare license plates. Here, the sequence of characters on the license plates observed at upstream
and downstream stations were compared. Zhang et al. (2018) applied Levenshtein technique to compare the sequences of trip
purposes and cluster activity-travel patterns. Markou et al. (2019) used Levenshtein distance as one of the algorithms to compare time
series spatiotemporal event data from the internet and predict taxi demand hotspots. Other researchers have used similar techniques
(such as sequence alignment method (SAM)) to compare any two activity-travel patterns (as by Allahviranloo and Recker, 2015); and
sequence of trips (as by Crawford et al., 2018). The commonality among these studies is that they were similar to comparison of one-
dimensional strings with unit cost for each operation. However, OD matrices are two-dimensional arrays consisting of OD flows
between different origin and destination pairs, which means direct application of such traditional techniques is not possible. In light
of this, the following section proposes a methodology to extend the applicability of traditional Levenshtein distance for the structural
comparison of OD matrices.

4. Proposed Levenshtein distance for structural comparison of OD matrices

For the applicability of Levenshtein distance on OD matrices comparison we propose to:

(a) Consider each row of an OD matrix independently. The values in each row corresponds to the flow from an origin to different
destinations. For a given origin we define a ‘string’ where each character is a destination ID arranged in the descending order of
OD flows and is referred as ‘sorted row’. This represents the ‘skeleton’ of the respective row of the OD matrix. To compare the
structure of two OD matrices, we compare the order of destination IDs in each sorted row of the OD matrix.

(b) Include OD flows (mass) in the formulation of Levenshtein distance, the details for which are presented in the Section 4.1.1.

Hereon, the proposed modified approach is termed as Levenshtein distance for OD matrices.

4.1. Methodological formulation of Levenshtein distance for OD matrices

Before describing the proposed formulation, let us consider an example as shown in Fig. 4a where two OD matrices X (reference
matrix) and Y (query matrix), each of dimensions M * M, are to be compared. Here, the origin IDs are expressed as O1, O2, O3 and O4
and destination IDs are expressed as N, E, W and S (M = 4 in this example). In Fig. 4b, the rows of each matrix are sorted individually
in descending order of their OD volumes. For instance, for origin O1 (row-1) of matrix Y, the sequence of destinations (skeleton) in
descending order of demand is S, W, N and E with 16, 12, 10 and 9 trips (mass), respectively (refer RY

1 for matrix Y in Fig. 4b).
For OD matrix Y, the sorted set of destination IDs and the corresponding demand from nth origin is expressed asRY

n =
(D A,Y

n
Y
n ) = [ ( )(D , A ), ..(D , A ), D , Ay

n
y
n

y
n

y
n

y
n

y
n

1 1 i i M M ]. Here, Dy
n

i and Ay
n

i are the ith preferred destination and its corresponding demand
value, respectively from nth origin of Y. Similarly, we express RX

n = (D A,X
n

X
n ) for matrix X. The null pair is represented as (ε, 0). Length

of the sets, (D A,Y
n

Y
n ) and (D A,X

n
X
n ) isM each. If D A( ,X

n
X
n ) is the result of any edit operations to (D A,Y

n
Y
n ), then it can be written

Fig. 3. Matrix demonstration of traditional Levenshtein approach (Algorithm 1).
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as D A( , )Y
n

Y
n D A( ,X

n
X
n ).

4.1.1. Proposed edit operations
Compared to the traditional Levenshtein approach, the edit operations in the proposed Levenshtein distance for OD matrices is

different in the following ways:

(a) We compute cost in each of the edit operations in terms of flows because OD demand is another attribute besides the destination
IDs.

(b) Destination IDs in both the OD matrices are same, while their order varies, so we do not need any substitution operation.
(c) We propose additional edit operation –absolute trips-difference that accounts for the differences in the OD flows when the ith

preferred destination is same in both sorted rows.

Any edit operation towards the transformation of RY
n to RX

n can be expressed as (D, A) (D, A). Following are the possible
operations:

(1) Absolute trips-difference: if the destination ID, D, is same in both RX
n and RY

n , i.e., (D, A) (D, A), then associated cost is the
absolute difference in the demand i.e. |A A|.

(2) Insertion of trips i.e., ( , 0) (D, A): Here, the destination ID, D is inserted inRY
n . The associated cost is the demand, A.

(3) Deletion of trips, i.e., (D, A) ( , 0): Here, the destination ID, D is deleted from RY
n . The associated cost is the demand, A.

Let, S= (S , S , ..S So 1 k s) be the sequence of edit operations to transform RY
n RX

n , and the cost (in terms of trips) associated with
each edit operation are = ( , . . . .0 1 k s), respectively. Then, Levenshtein distance for OD matrices computed for nth row (LODn) is the
minimum total cost needed for RY

n RX
n . (Eq. (13)). As the minimum cost is required, so it is an optimization problem. Section 4.1.2

demonstrates two possible combinations of edit operations for RY
2 RX

2 of the example shown in Fig. 4(b).
While the LODn is an absolute comparison of nth rows, we can have a relative comparison by normalising LODn with the trip

productions (sum of origin flows) for nth row from both matrices. This normalised version of LODn, is referred as NLODn and is
expressed in Eq. (14). The values of NLODn is between a scale of 0 and 1. If the number of origins is N, then we have N values of LODn

and NLODn.
The overall comparison between the OD matrices is obtained through mean Levenshtein distance i.e. LOD is the average of all

LODn values, and the mean normalised Levenshtein distance i.e. NLOD is the average of all NLODn as expressed in Eq. (15) and Eq.
(16), respectively.

=
=

=

R RLODn( , ) min( )Y X
n n

S k 0

k s

k
(13)

=
+=

=
=
=( )

R R R RNLODn( , ) LOD ( , )
A A

Y X
Y Xn n n
n n

j 1
j M

x
n

i 1
i M

y
n

j i (14)

= =
=

Y X
R R

LOD( , )
LOD ( , ))

N
Y Xn 1

n N
n

n n

(15)

= =
=

Y X
R R

NLOD( , )
NLOD ( , ))

N
Y Xn 1

n N
n

n n

(16)

To explain the possible combinations of the edit operators, an example is presented in the following section.

Fig. 4. Example to demonstrate Levenshtein distance application for OD matrices comparison.
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4.1.2. R RY
n

X
n : An example

Consider the sorted rows, RY
2 and RX

2 from the previous example (refer Fig. 4b). The transformation of RY
2 RX

2 can be achieved by
multitude of edit operation combinations. Two such possible combinations are presented in Fig. 5. The cost of operation in Fig. 5a is
higher than that of Fig. 5b. Operations in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b have a total cost of 54 trips (NLOD2 = 54/(27 + 51) = 0.69) and 46
trips (NLOD2 = 46/(27 + 51) = 0.59), respectively.

4.1.3. Algorithm to compute Levenshtein distance for OD matrices
The Algorithm 2 presented in Table 2 demonstrates the proposed approach to estimate Levenshtein distance for comparing OD

matrices Y and X each of size M*M. LODn and NLODn are estimated for each origin (n = 1 to M) individually that is later aggregated
to estimate LOD and NLOD, respectively.

Fig. 5. A possible combination of edit operations vs minimum total cost of edit operations.

Table 2
Algorithm 2 demonstrating computation of the Levenshtein distance for OD matrices.

For each origin n (n = 1 to N)LODn = 0
Define D A( ,X

n
X
n ) and D A( ,Y

n
Y
n ) where,

D A( ,X
n

X
n ) = [ ( )(D , A ), ..(D , A ), D , Ax1

n
x1
n

xj
n

xj
n

xM
n

xM
n ] and D A( ,Y

n
Y
n ) = [ ( )(D , A ), ..(D , A ), D , Ay1

n
y1
n

yi
n

yi
n

yM
n

yM
n ],

Create an empty matrix L of size (M + 1) * (M + 1), where the row header and column header corresponds to D A( ,Y
n

Y
n ) and D A( ,X

n
X
n ), respectively (refer Fig. 6).

Assign cumulative flows [A , ., A , ., Ax1
n

1
j

xj
n

1
M

xj
n ] and [A , ., A , ., Ay1

n
1
i

yi
n

1
M

yi
n ] to the first row and column, respectively

for j = 1 to M
for i = 1 to M

Estimate cost as =
=

+
= =

if

if
C

|A A | D D

|A A | D D
i {1, M}andj {1, M}I,j

xj
n

yi
n

xj
n

yi
n

xj
n

yi
n

xj
n

yi
n

Set the cell L(i,j) = min (L(i − 1,j)+ Ayi
n , L (i,j − 1)+ Axj

n , L (i − 1,j − 1) + Ci,j) Where:

L(i − 1,j) + Ayi
n represents the cell value immediately above the current cell plus Ayi

n

L(i, j − 1) + Axj
n represents the cell value immediately to the left of current cell plusAxj

n .

L(i − 1, j − 1) + Ci,j represents the cell value immediately in diagonal above and to the left of current cell plus the cost Ci,j.

The local Levenshtein distance i.e. LODn = L (M + 1, M + 1) and local Normalised Levenshtein distance is NLODn = LODn/ +=
=

=
=( )A Aj 1

j M
xj
n

i 1
i M

yi
n .

Mean Levenshtein distance values are computed as LOD = ( =
= LOD )n 1

n N
n /N and NLOD = ( =

= NLOD )n 1
n N

n /N.
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Note that when destination IDs are different, the total cost (Ci,j) in Algorithm 2 is estimated as the sum of demands i.e. | +A A |x
n

y
n

i i .
One can argue why the cost is not the average of the two demands. Average is always lower than summation, and to be conservative
we propose to have a higher cost for different destination IDs.

The self-explanatory matrix demonstration of Algorithm 2 is illustrated in Fig. 6. Similar to traditional approach, the numbering of
rows and columns of matrix (L) commence with 0. However, to account for the OD flows, in Algorithm 2, we replace the first row and
column with cumulative sum of trips distributed to the destinations of sorted reference and query rows.

Similar to the traditional Levenshtein approach, we have multiple possible paths (i.e. different combination of arrows) to arrive at
the final L(M + 1,M + 1). Each path is a combination of editing operations represented through the following moves on the matrix
grid: downward movement along the diagonal is for absolute-trips difference operation, eastward movement is for deletion operation,
and vertical downward movement is for the insertion operation.

The application of Algorithm 2 on RY
2 RX

2 on the example in Fig. 4 is presented in Fig. 7. Here, the direction of arrows points
towards the optimal combination of edit operations for minimum total cost. The last cell of matrix L i.e. L(5,5) is the value of
LOD2 = 46 trips. This value is same as the operations shown in Fig. 5b; that is, first we have a deletion operation (horizontal arrow
pointing right); two consecutive absolute trips-difference operations (diagonal arrows pointing down); one insertion operation
(vertical arrow pointing down); and finally one more absolute trips-difference operation (diagonal arrow pointing down).

Fig. 6. Matrix demonstration of Algorithm 2 for sorted rows comparison.

Fig. 7. RY
2 RX

2 using Algorithm 2.
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5. Sensitivity analysis

This section tests the robustness of NLOD. A statistical measure is considered to be robust if it is sensitive to both the ‘skeleton’ and
the ‘mass’ of the OD matrix. The study site, data and the design of experimental set up are briefly discussed below.

Study site and data: The Brisbane City Council (BCC) region is the study area, and the data consists of Bluetooth observations
observed from more than 845 Bluetooth scanners (Bhaskar and Chung, 2013) located within the study region (refer Fig. 8). The
reference OD matrix, X is the Bluetooth based OD matrix (20 × 20) observed on Monday, 7th March 2016 (refer to Behara et al.
(2018)). The OD pairs are represented at statistical area (SA)-3 level (QGSO, 2016). More details about the development of Bluetooth
OD matrix from Bluetooth observations is described by Michau et al. (2014). The query OD matrices are developed specific to the
experiments and are obtained by perturbing the reference OD matrix. The details for which are provided in Section 5.1.

Experiments: We generally encounter three possible situations as outlined in Table 3 while comparing OD matrices. The situations
correspond to different combinations of skeleton and mass of OD matrices to be compared. Here, for situation-1 OD matrices are
exactly the same (same skeleton and same mass); for situation-2, OD matrices has different mass component but same skeleton; for
situation-3 OD matrices have different skeleton and different mass.

It would be interesting to see how the structure component of NLOD performs in all these situations. However, NLOD formulation
does not have an explicit expression for its structural component. This can be addressed by normalising the OD matrices where the
effect of OD flows (mass) on the estimates of NLOD can be nullified and the corresponding NLOD values should quantify the
structural difference. Therefore, we term ‘NLOD structural component’ as the value corresponding the NLOD estimate on normalised
OD matrices. The overall NLOD value is the estimate on the actual OD matrices.

We design following two experiments (as shown in Table 3) where each experiment tests the sensitivity of NLOD and its structural
component:

(1) Uniform scaling effect- Here, the query matrices have the same skeleton/structure as that of reference OD matrix while the mass/
OD flows may vary. If the uniform scale factor is one, then both OD matrices are exactly similar (situation-1), for other scaling

Fig. 8. Location of Bluetooth scanners within SA3 zones of the BCC region.

Table 3
Experimental set up for sensitivity analysis of NLOD.

Skeleton Mass Experiments Metric

Situation-1 Same Same Uniform scaling effects NLOD and NLOD structural component
Situation-2 Same Different
Situation-3 Different Different Random scaling effects
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values it corresponds to situation-2.
(2) Random scaling effect- Here, the skeleton/structure and mass/OD flows vary between query and reference OD matrices. Thus,

abovementioned situation-3 is tested here.

In the following sections we first discuss the design of experimental set up for both experiments, and then present the results of
sensitivity analysis.

5.1. Experimental set up for the sensitivity analysis of NLOD

5.1.1. Criteria for uniform scaling effects
Here, sensitivity of NLOD and its structural component are tested for different uniform scaling percentages. The reference OD

matrix, X is compared with Yi where Yi = * X, and is chosen from [0.1, 0.2, 0.3…1.9, 2.0]. NLOD is a robust metric if:

(a) The NLOD structural component (i.e. NLOD on normalised OD flows) is zero for any value of .
(b) NLOD (i.e., NLOD applied on actual OD matrices) value is zero for = 1 and should increase as deviated from unity.

5.1.2. Criteria for random scaling effects
Here, sensitivity of NLOD and its structural component are tested for four different cases of random scaling percentages i.e.

= [5%, 10%, 15%, 20%] over three types of demand scenarios. These demand scenarios are generally encountered in traffic
demand modelling (refer Djukic et al. (2015)) and are as follows:

(1) Outdated surveys (low demand),
(2) The best historical estimates (medium demand), and
(3) Congested traffic conditions (high demand).

Note that the scenarios are named as low (l), medium (m), and high (h) in reference to the total daily demand on the network, and
do not refer to the demands of individual OD pairs. In each case of the demand scenario, reference OD (X) is compared with 100
replications of query ODs (Y). The details of the demand scenarios are as follows:

Low demand scenario: Here, NLOD compares X and Yi,
l where = +Y X (0.60 rand[0, 1])i,

l and i [1, 100]. For instance, if
= 20%, then Yi,

l ranges between 60% and 80% of X, and similarly for other values of .
Medium demand scenario: Here, NLOD compares X and Yi,

m where = +Y X (0.80 rand[0, 1])i,
m and i [1, 100]. For instance,

if = 20%, then Yi,
m ranges between 80% and 100% of X, and similarly for other values of .

High demand scenario: Here, NLOD compares X and Yi,
h where = +Y X (1.05 rand[0, 1])i,

h and i [1, 100]. For instance, if
= 20%, then, Yi,

h ranges between 105% and 125% of X and, similarly for other values of . The OD matrices for the high demand
scenario represent demand during congested periods. Say, high daily demand can be witnessed during major events, such as
Commonwealth games etc.

The condition for NLOD and its structural component to be robust towards random effects is that both should reflect the random
differences that exist between the OD matrices; that is, the distance values should increase/decrease with increase/decrease in the
magnitude of random scaling effects for all three demand scenarios.

5.2. Results of sensitivity analysis

5.2.1. Results of uniform scaling effects:
The results of uniform scaling are presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen that

Fig. 9. Results of uniform scaling effects.
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(a) The structure component of NLOD (line with crosses in Fig. 9) is zero for all values of the scaling factor.
(b) The NLOD values (line with triangles in Fig. 9) for different scaling factors are non-linear where the curve is concave for < 1,

with value of zero for = 1, and convex for greater than 1 . The LOD curve for the uniform scaling factor is piecewise linear and
is presented in Fig. 10. NLOD is estimated by normalising the LOD values for each row (see Eq. (14)), which attributes to its non-
linearity.

The above satisfies the robustness condition outlined in Section 5.1.2, and therefore we can conclude that NLOD is robust towards
uniform scaling effects.

5.2.2. Results of random scaling effects
The plot shown in Fig. 11a demonstrates that as the magnitude of random fluctuations increase, the distance measure by NLOD

and its structural component also increase. For instance, the median values for NLOD, as illustrated in Fig. 11a, for low demand
scenario are 0.14, 0.24, 0.31 and 0.39 for = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, respectively. The results showed similar increasing trend for all
three demand scenarios (Fig. 11a and b). Thus, the results prove that NLOD and its structural component are robust towards random
scaling effects.

It can be concluded from the above analysis that NLOD is sensitive to the structural differences within the OD matrices and is a
robust statistical measure. Following the sensitivity test, we conducted a real case study analysis to demonstrate the practical ap-
plication of NLOD.

6. Applying NLOD on real Bluetooth based OD matrices from Brisbane city council region

For the study area shown in Fig. 8, we consider OD matrices developed from Bluetooth observations during the period 7–13th
March 2016, and compare each daily OD matrix with the reference Monday OD matrix (i.e. 7th March 2016) as shown in Fig. 12.
Comparison among different combinations of OD matrices is shown in Table 4 using NLOD matrix.

The following are the findings from this analysis:

(1) In Fig. 12, the comparison of Monday OD matrix with itself resulted in zero NLOD distance.
(2) The OD matrices during the weekdays are structurally more similar to the Monday OD matrix than the weekends (Saturday and

Sunday). This is reflected in smaller NLOD values (< =0.0769) for weekdays in Fig. 12.
(3) Higher NLOD comparison of Monday with Saturday (0.1603) and Sunday (0.2742) in Fig. 12 indicate that the travel patterns

during weekends are very different from that of weekdays. The travel patterns during Saturday and Sunday are also different from
each other. This is because the percentage of work-related trips occurring during Saturdays is higher as compared to Sundays
(Bhat and Misra, 1999).

(4) A closer observation of NLOD values in Table 4 reveal that OD matrices from consecutive weekdays are structurally similar in
nature; for instance, the nearest neighbours are Monday-Tuesday, Tuesday-Wednesday, and Thursday-Friday.

(5) The empirical observations of the NLOD values in Table 4 indicates that the NLOD satisfies the following mathematical properties
of distance measure (d) (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009):

If x and y are datapoints in a dataset X, then:

1. d(x, x) = do, x X;
2. d(x, y) = d(y, x), x,y X; and d(y, x) = do if and only if x = y;
3. d(x, z) d(x, y) + d(y, z), x, y, z X (this property is also referred as triangular inequality)

We can see that the above three properties are satisfied in Table 4. Here X = {Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat}:

Fig. 10. LOD values for uniform scaling effects.
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Fig. 11. Results of random scaling effects for (a) NLOD and (b) NLOD’s structure component.
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a. The diagonal values of the matrix in Table 4 represents NLOD(x, x) and is equal to zero (=do); thus, satisfying d(x, x) = do, x X;
b. The matrix in Table 4 is symmetrical, NLOD(x, y) = NLOD(y, x) x,y X; and NLOD (y, x) = do if and only if x = y;
c. Triangular inequality is also satisfied: NLOD(x, z) NLOD(x, y) + NLOD(y, z), x, y, z X. For instance, NLOD(Mon, Sun)

NLOD(Mon, Tue) + NLOD(Tue, Sun); that is, 0.2742 0.3478 (i.e. 0.0544 + 0.2934).

7. Discussion

The results of sensitivity analysis proved that the proposed NLOD approach is a robust statistical measure and is readily de-
ployable to practical applications that involve OD matrices comparison.

The results of uniform scaling effects show that the structure component of NLOD does not change when the preference of
destinations is the same in both OD matrices. This part of the analysis (i.e. uniform scaling effects) is more practically relevant to the
application of NLOD where the preference of destinations between target OD and estimated OD (in OD estimation methods) or
between ODs of similar travel patterns (say, from Monday and Tuesday) hardly change while they vary in the magnitude of OD flows.

Any structural (dis)similarity measure should be sensitive to random structural differences in the OD flows. The results of the
random scaling effects illustrate the same phenomenon where higher NLOD values are observed for higher random variations in OD
flows. This feature of NLOD is useful in checking the convergence/divergence of OD optimisation algorithms where the solution
algorithm converges as the random structural differences between estimated and target ODs are minimised.

Additionally, the practical demonstration on Bluetooth OD matrices of the BCC region further highlighted the potential of NLOD
and empirically proved that it satisfies the mathematical properties of a distance metric. Prior to the analysis it was expected that OD
matrices during the weekends are different from that of weekdays due to differences in the daily activity-travel patterns. The NLOD is
able to distinguish these structural differences because the destination preferences and OD flows distribution are different during
weekends and weekdays. Also, NLOD technique is able to capture the subtle structural differences within the weekdays’, and within
the weekends’ travel patterns.

8. Conclusion

The study proposes a novel technique – normalised Levenshtein distance for OD matrices (NLOD) for the structural comparison of OD
matrices. We establish the following definition in this paper, OD structure is the skeletal framework of the OD matrix where the skeleton is
expressed as the preference/arrangement of the destinations from each origin, and the OD flows corresponding to the structure (skeleton) of the

Fig. 12. NLOD comparison of Monday OD with ODs from all days in a week.

Table 4
NLOD matrix comparison for all OD combinations.

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Mon 0 0.0544 0.0550 0.0769 0.0746 0.1603 0.2742
Tue 0.0544 0 0.0345 0.0543 0.0519 0.1700 0.2934
Wed 0.0550 0.0345 0 0.0495 0.0506 0.1673 0.2953
Thu 0.0769 0.0543 0.0495 0 0.0453 0.1774 0.3067
Fri 0.0746 0.0519 0.0506 0.0453 0 0.1736 0.3087
Sat 0.1603 0.1700 0.1673 0.1774 0.1736 0 0.1777
Sun 0.2742 0.2934 0.2953 0.3067 0.3087 0.1777 0
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OD is termed as mass. A holistic comparison of OD matrices should include both deviations of individual OD flows and the structural
(dis)similarity between the OD matrices using a robust statistical measure.

The traditional measures compare OD matrices through the deviations of individual OD flows, and thus fail to account the OD
matrix structural information. Very limited studies in the past focussed on developing such structural (dis)similarity measures and
they hardly define OD matrix ‘structure’. The comparison among different structural (dis)similarity metrics and the proposed metric
is summarised in Table 5 of Appendix section.

The proposed NLOD is based on the traditional Levenshtein distance (widely applied in computational linguistics and computer
science) that quantifies the differences between two sequences (strings). Levenshtein distance and other similar metrics such as
sequence alignment method were previously used in the transport applications like comparison of sequences of activity-travel pat-
terns. However, the technique has never been extended for OD matrices comparison. This is because the OD matrices are two-
dimensional arrays consisting of OD flows between different origin and destination pairs, and due to which direct application of such
traditional techniques is not possible. The proposed NLOD extends the capability of traditional Levenshtein as follows:

(a) We compute cost in each of the edit operations in terms of flows because OD demand is another attribute besides the destination
IDs.

(b) We do not need any substitution operation because destination IDs in both OD matrices are same, while their order varies.
(c) We propose additional edit operation –absolute trips-difference that accounts for the differences in the OD flows when the ith

preferred destination is same in both sorted rows.

The sensitivity analysis and ability of NLOD to compare structural differences among OD matrices from a typical week for the BCC
region proved that the proposed measure is robust statistical measure and can thus be used as another alternate metric for structural
comparison of OD matrices. The empirical study conducted also indicates that the NLOD satisfies the mathematical properties of
distance measure (NLOD for perfectly similar data points is zero, NLDO between x and y is same as between y and x; and NLOD
satisfies triangular inequality).

In this paper, the structure of OD is defined from the perspective of trips distributed from each origin (i.e. trip production-based).
However, we can also explore, in the future research, the OD structure based on trip attractions, and suggest the minimum of both as
the final NLOD value between two OD matrices.
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Appendix A

See Table 5.

Table 5
Comparison of NLOD with other structural (dis)similarity metrics.

MSSIM//GSSI/4D-MSSIM Wasserstein NLOD

Rationale behind It is adopted from the comparison of two
images. In OD matrices, the OD pairs are
analogous to pixels of the image.

It is adopted from the mass transportation
problem where the Wasserstein distance
is the minimum cost required to transfer
pile of sand (mass) to different holes on
the network. For OD application, the
difference of OD flows for a certain OD
pair is analogous to mass, and rest of the
OD pairs in the matrix are analogous to
holes.

It is adopted from computational
linguistics and computer science
applications to quantify the dissimilarity
between two sequences of strings
(words). For OD application, the
sequence/preference of destinations from
each origin is considered analogous to the
sequence of strings.

Mathematical
formulation

Single mathematical expression that
includes comparison of mean, standard
deviation and covariance.
Only 4D-MSSIM additionally computes
Euclidian distance between geographical
co-ordinates to identify nearby OD pairs.

It is an optimization problem to estimate
minimum cost required to transform a
query OD matrix into reference OD
matrix considering the spatial
correlations.

It is an optimization problem to estimate
minimum cost required to transform each
sorted row of query OD matrix into sorted
row of reference OD.

Mass/OD flows and
skeleton/structure
comparison

Mean and standard deviation components
compare masses, and covariance account
for structural comparison. All three
formulations are explicitly defined.

Mass and skeleton comparison are
implicit in the formulation.

Mass and skeleton comparison are
implicit in the formulation.

Unit of measurement The scale of measurement is between −1
and 1. Thus no units.

It is measured either in vehicle-minutes or
only in travel time units

The scale of measurement is between 0
and 1. Thus no units.

(continued on next page)
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Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trc.2020.01.005.
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Table 5 (continued)

MSSIM//GSSI/4D-MSSIM Wasserstein NLOD

Computational efficiency MSSIM/GSSI are computationally
effective as compared to Wasserstein and
Levenshtein because it performs
comparison in one single formulation and
is not based on any optimisation problem.
Comparison among MSSIM and its
variants is as follows: if only one window
is used then MSSIM is better than GSSI;
otherwise GSSI is computationally
effective because the number of fixed
geographical windows are less than the
number of sliding windows used in
MSSIM. For 4D-MSSIM, there is one-time
calculation of Euclidian distance for every
OD pair in turn; otherwise it is similar to
GSSI.

It is based on optimisation problem and
the domain of integration is the whole
space i.e. it compares each OD pair with
rest of OD pairs within the matrix for an
effective matrix transformation.
Moreover, the travel time between each
OD pairs need to be estimated. Thus,
computationally it is more expensive as
compared to MSSIM and Levenshtein.

It is based on optimisation problem and
compares row by row. Only OD pairs
within each sorted row are compared and
not across the entire OD matrix. Thus,
computationally it is more expensive as
compared to MSSIM but less expensive as
compared to Wasserstein.

Level of detail SSIM compares at a local window level
and the values have no physical meaning.
On the other hand, consideration of a
single window cannot explain the local
structural differences (i.e. between subset
of OD pairs within the matrix).
Both GSSI and 4D-SSIM are able to
compare OD pairs that are geographically
correlated, and thus are able to compare
local structural differences.

The Wasserstein metric cannot help in
comparing local structural differences
because the formulation yields the overall
comparison.

The Levenshtein formulation is based on
row to row comparison, thus can
comparison of local structural differences
with respect to each origin is possible.

Limitations First, MSSIM is sensitive to the size of
local window. Although GSSI and 4D-
MSSIM propose to address this limitation
but they need further exploration.
Second, unless a single window is
considered, MSSIM is sensitive to the
order of OD matrix. The order of OD
matrix might not guarantee geographic
adjacency in MSSIM application. GSSI
and 4D-MSSIM, on the other hand ensure
geographical proximity using
geographical boundaries and spatial
proximity (through Euclidian distance),
respectively.
Third, the stability constants used in
MSSIM/GSSI/4D-MSSIM are network
specific and need further exploration.

First, the metric is computationally
expensive because it is optimisation and
we need additional information such as
travel time between centroids.
Second, the use of average travel time
might not be appropriate in all situations;
for instance, travel time could differ
during a Monday and a Sunday between
an OD pair, and use of average travel time
might not be justified while comparing
matrices from those day types (say, for
OD clustering application).

The metric involves optimisation so
computationally intensive as compared to
MSSIM/GSSI/4D-MSSIM.
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